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A standard window for an Alpine cabin or Barn is a
full wall with a small double opening window with
decorative shutters. 

STANDARD WINDOW

When designing the Alpine cabin or Barn for your project, you can choose
between different wall options. The flexible system allows any kind of wall to be

connected. 

WALL OPTIONS FOR 
ALPINE HUTS AND BARNS

01
This is a completely closed wall. It can be used to
separate rooms from each other. 

FULL WALL

02 OPEN WALL
If you want a semi-open or fully open construction,
we can leave out all or some of the walls. 
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The horizontal windows are a wooden window
element divided into 3 panes. By combining several
window elements with each other, you create 1
large panoramic wall.

PANORAMIC WINDOW
HORIZONTAL
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There is also a possibility to choose glass walls.
These vertical panoramic windows are made of black
lacquered aluminium and bring in an enormous
amount of light. 

PANORAMIC WINDOW
VERTICAL

06 PANORAMIC FAÇADE
The panoramic facade is the triangular part of the
front and/or back wall of the Alpine cabin or Barn.  

07 PANORAMIC WALL
By combining panoramic windows and a
panoramic façade, we can provide an Alpine hut
with a fully glazed wall. This creates a very
open feeling.
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Choose a large double gate as an entrance on the
Barn façade to create an authentic look.

GATE

11
A decorative fence can be used to separate rooms
from each other or as a fence for an Alpine cabin
(both inside and outside).

DECORATIVE FENCE
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The double door provides access to the Alpine cabin
or Barn. It is always equipped with a panic lock so
that it can be completely closed.
Two double doors can also be placed next to each
other to make the entrance even wider.

DOUBLE DOOR

08 SCREEN
With our screens, you have the option of opening or
completely closing the Alpine cabin. Ideal for
changeable weather conditions!



12 HATCH
A hatch is ideal as a wall option for take-away
service, ticket booth, reception, ... 

13 NORDIC WALL
The Nordic wall is the same as our standard wall,
but in a beautiful, warm Scandinavian red. 

14 COUNTRY WALL
The Country wall is the same as our standard wall,
but in a beautiful, warm Scandinavian green. 


